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To Sam and Susie, Blaine and Em, Luke and Liv: 
Time with you makes me a more resilient man!
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He has made his people strong.
PSALM 148:14 NLT
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ix

Introduct ion

No Ordinary Moment

C amels have an Achilles’ heel; this is where we will 
begin.

But their vulnerability is hidden by their legendary resil-
ience: these famous “ships of the desert” have been crossing 
dune seas since before the time of Abraham.

The stamina and strength of camels is truly impressive— 
they can carry heavy loads across leagues of burning desert 
sand, going without water for weeks while their human 
companions die of thirst. But the treacherous thing about 
camels is that they will walk a thousand miles with seem-
ingly endless endurance, giving you little indication they are 
about to collapse. Then it just happens. As the Alchemist 
said to Santiago,

Camels are traitorous: they walk thousands of paces and 

never seem to tire. Then suddenly, they kneel and die. 

But horses tire bit by bit. You always know how much 
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you can ask of them, and when it is that they are about 

to die.1

Human souls hide an Achilles’ heel too.
We have an astonishing capacity to rally in the face of 

calamity and duress. We rally and rally, and then one day 
we discover there’s nothing left. Our soul simply says, I’m 
done; I don’t want to do this anymore, as we collapse into 
discourage ment, depression, or just blankness of soul.

You don’t want to push your soul to that point.
But everything about the hour we are living in is pushing 

our souls to that very point. Some folks are nearly there.
We entered the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 worn 

out by the madness of modern life. Now, this isn’t a book 
about the pandemic, though when history tells our story 
COVID-19 will be our generation’s World War! II— the 
global catastrophe we lived through. What began in 2020 
was a shared experience of global trauma, and trauma takes 
a toll— the long experience of losses great and small, all the 
high- volume tension around masks, quarantines, vaccines, 
school closures, and on and on the list goes. Journalist 
Ed Yong won the 2021 Pulitzer Prize for Explanatory 
Reporting for his coverage of the pandemic. Here’s what 
he found:

Millions have endured a year of grief, anxiety, isolation, 

and rolling trauma. Some will recover uneventfully, but 

for others, the quiet moments after adrenaline fades 

and normalcy resumes may be unexpectedly punishing. 

When they finally get a chance to exhale, their breaths 
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may emerge as sighs. “People put their heads down and 

do what they have to do, but suddenly, when there’s 

an opening, all these feelings come up,” Laura van 

Dernoot Lipsky, the founder and director of the Trauma 

Stewardship Institute, told me.!.!.!. “As hard as the initial 

trauma is,” she said, “it’s the aftermath that destroys 

people.”2

Right now we’re in a sort of global denial about the 
actual cost of these hard years (which are not over). We just 
want to get past it all, so we’re currently trying to comfort 
ourselves with some sense of recovery and relief. But folks, 
we haven’t yet paid the psychological bill for all we’ve been 
through. We would never tell a survivor of abuse that the 
trauma must be over now that the abuse has stopped. And 
yet that mentality is at play in our collective denial of the 
trauma we’ve been through.

We need to be kinder to our souls than that. Denial 
heals nothing, which is why I’m more concerned about 
what’s coming than what lies behind. In our compromised 
condition we’re now facing some of the trials Jesus warned 
us about as we approach what the Scriptures refer to as “the 
end of the age” (Matthew 24:3).

Extraordinary times can be thrilling, but they also tend 
to be very demanding. Our hearts will need guidance and 
preparation. It would be a good idea to take the strength of 
your soul seriously at this time.

In case you’ve already forgotten what the pandemic 
was like, allow me to refresh your memory. Fear of death 
suddenly swept the world, death unseen and unpredictable, 
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death by plague. In a matter of weeks, we found ourselves 
in various forms of quarantine and lockdown— schools, 
churches, and businesses all closed their doors. The economy 
reeled. Everything that makes for a joyful, normal life was 
taken from us in a moment and withheld for many, many 
months.

Follow me closely now. To be suddenly stripped of your 
normal life; to live under the fear of suffering and death; 
to be bombarded with negative news, kept in a state of 
constant uncertainty about the future, with no clear view 
of the finish line; and to lose every human countenance 
behind a mask— may I point out that this is exactly the 
torment that terrorist regimes use to break down prisoners 
psy chologically and physically?

Folks, this had a traumatic effect, and we’ve got to plan 
for our recovery and find new resilience.

“At least we can get back to our normal lives,” one friend 
said. But that’s not true either. I know you want it to be 
true, but events are converging that prevent normal life 
from happening. Our enemy, the prince of darkness, has 
engineered this situation to do serious harm to the human 
heart. I believe we are set up for a sweeping loss of faith.

There is hope, great hope. Jesus Christ knew that 
humanity would face hard times, especially as history 
accelerates toward the end of the age. He gave us counsel 
on how to live through such trials, and now would be a 
good time to pay attention to what he said. The Creator 
and Redeemer of our humanity has given us a path toward 
recovery and resilience. We would be fools to ignore it or 
push it off to “some other time.” Whatever you believe 
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about the coming years, I think we can all agree that greater 
resilience of heart and soul would be a very good thing to 
take hold of.

In this hour we don’t need inspiration and cute sto-
ries. We need a survival guide— which is exactly what this 
book is. Each chapter opens with a true story of human 
resilience against the bleakest odds. You’ll also encounter 
“Skills” callouts to draw your attention to practical tools for 
strengthening heart and soul. And every chapter will pull 
your attention to Jesus himself, for we need the super natural 
resilience provided in Christ. It is always available— we 
simply have to take hold of it.
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L I V I N G  WA T E R

In 1946 Wilfred Thesiger made an impossible trek across the desolate 

Empty Quarter of Arabia with four Bedouins, journeying in winter on 

camelback. They reached a desperate point in their odyssey when the 

odds looked grim— they were nearly out of water, the next well was 

beyond an impassable mountain range of dunes, and their camels were 

showing signs of collapsing.

All the skins were sweating and we were worried about our 

water. There had been a regular and ominous drip from them 

throughout the day, a drop falling to the sand as we rode 

along, like blood dripping from a wound that could not be 

staunched.!.!.!.

I suppose I was weak from hunger, for the food which we 

ate was a starvation ration, even by Bedouin standards. But 

my thirst troubled me most.!.!.!. I was always conscious of it. 

Even when I was asleep I dreamt of racing streams of ice- cold 

water, but it was difficult to get to sleep.!.!.!.

I worried about the water which I had watched dripping 

away on to the sand, and about the state of our camels.1

The survivor’s first need is water. You can live forty days without 

food, but only three without water. Water is life; finding water is one of 

your first objectives.
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Chapter 1

I Just Want Life to 
Be Good Again

Restore the sparkle to my eyes.
PSALM 13:3 NLT

T he longing for things to be good again is one of the 
deepest yearnings of the human heart. It has slum-

bered in the depths of our souls ever since we lost our true 
home. For our hearts remember Eden.

Most of the time this beautiful, powerful longing 
flows like an underground river below the surface of our 
awareness— so long as we are consoled by some measure of 
goodness in our lives. While we are enjoying our work, our 
family, our adventures, or the little pleasures of this world, 
the longing for things to be good again seems to be placated.

But when trials and heartbreaks wash in, the longing 
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rises to the surface like a whale coming up for air, filled with 
momentum and force. This is especially true after times of 
severe testing, because during the testing we are rallying. 
But when the storm subsides, the longing for things to be 
good again rises up to demand relief.

How we shepherd this longing— so crucial to our iden-
tity and the true life of our heart— how we listen to it but 
also guide it in right or wrong directions, this determines 
our fate.

The Drive That Propels Us

God has given each human soul a capacity and drive, a pri-
mal aspiration for life. This is as fundamental to you as your 
own survival.

The epicenter of our being is the deep longing to aspire 
for things that bring us life, to plan for those things, to take 
hold of them, to enjoy them, and start the cycle over as we 
aspire toward new things! This is the essential craving for 
life given to us by God. Let’s call this capacity the Primal 
Drive for Life.

The longing for things to be good again is the mournful 
cry of the Primal Drive for Life in us, like the haunting cries 
of whales under the sea.

It seems to me we can never give up longing and wishing 

while we are thoroughly alive. There are certain things 

we feel to be beautiful and good, and we must hunger 

after them.2
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This hunger allows human beings to survive the most 
terrible ordeals; it also enables us to savor all the goodness 
of this world, to love, and to create works of immense 
beauty.

I’ve long enjoyed Saint!John of the Cross’s poetry about 
the soul’s intimacy with God. So I was shocked and appalled 
to discover that this dear man was, at one point in his life, 
unjustly imprisoned and tortured.

In 1577, as a result of the attempted reform of the 

Carmelite order and his alliance with St.! Teresa [of 

Avila], he was kidnapped and imprisoned at Toledo.!It 

was during this period of debased confinement and 

torture!.!.!. that he miraculously composed some of his 

greatest poetry.

 For much of the nine months St.!John was in prison, 

he was confined to a tiny cell, actually an unlit closet in 

which he could not even stand up. He was left to relieve 

himself on the floor of this tiny cell, and his few scraps 

of food and water were sometimes thrown into his feces 

and urine. On a regular basis he was brought from his 

cell and beaten!.!.!. to the extent that he became perma-

nently crippled. He was not given a change of clothes or 

allowed to wash for months. He became infested with 

lice and dysentery. He was forced to sleep upon his own 

excrement.3

Saint!John prevailed and brought enormous beauty to 
the world from his ordeals. His Primal Drive for Life was 
imbued by God with a supernatural resilience.
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So Very Thirsty

Our Primal Drive for Life has taken a real beating over the 
past few years.

It isn’t only the pandemic. We were all running like 
rats on a wheel before 2020—addicted to technology, over-
whelmed by global news, wrung out from social tensions, 
exhausted body and soul from the madness of modern life. 
Does anybody even remember? Life was draining. It wasn’t 
like we stepped out of a three- year sabbatical when we 
stepped into 2020. We were set up to be steamrolled by 
the pandemic.

Then came the repeated cycles of fear, control, chronic 
disappointment, all those losses great and small, the in -
ability to make plans for the future. This throttled our 
capacity for living, just as serial rejection harms our ability 
for relationship, or chronic failure cripples our capacity for 
hope. We started reaching for relief.

Stasi and I were among the sixty- two million home-
owners who did renovations during the pandemic— that’s 
more than three- quarters of all homeowners in the US, 
the highest levels ever seen.4 We painted the living room, 
got new carpet, new chairs. We upgraded our garden as 
well. This was far more than boredom or the desire for 
change; it was a profound longing for a fresh start at life in 
the midst of so much loss and uncertainty. The renovation 
craze reflected something deeper— a yearning for life to 
be good again, expressed in paint and carpet, gardens and 
landscaping.

But the whole time Stasi and I were renovating our 
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home, I could feel something was off. The preoccupation of 
making our home nicer took my mind off the death count 
in New York, London, Paris, and Delhi, the vicious acri-
mony over vaccines. But it didn’t feel like the answer. It was 
good; I enjoyed it. But it didn’t bring about the fix I was 
longing for.

Speaking of fixing things, I noticed through the first 
half of 2021 that I was doing all sorts of obsessive fixing. 
Everything from a dripping faucet to a lamp that had been 
wobbly for years— they each seized my attention, and I had 
to set it right. My soul was desperate to set things right. 
Haven’t you felt this too?

Then life began to return to some semblance of!normal— 
 we! got restaurants back, movies, outdoor concerts. The 
world rushed out like the starving survivor of a shipwreck 
brought back from isolation and set before a Sunday brunch. 
In the summer of 2021 you couldn’t get a rental car, Airbnb, 
or campsite. Airports, beaches, and national parks were 
jammed. It was like spring break in Miami. The longing for 
things to be good again was (and is) raging.

Personally, I couldn’t get enough. But all those comforts 
and activities weren’t delivering whatever my soul was des-
perately longing for.

That Won’t Work

One of the most remarkable things about human beings 
is how resilient we can be. The Primal Drive for Life 
can accomplish impressive things. Saint John took his 
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suffering and brought forth beauty; Nelson Mandela sur-
vived twenty- seven years of imprisonment and brought 
forth forgiveness.

Yet one of the most surprising things about human 
beings is how all that resilience can evaporate in a moment.

One day the resources we have to sustain the Primal 
Drive for Life simply run out. The mother who for decades 
pours and pours into her family, and then one day up and 
has an affair with her best friend’s husband. The minister 
who for decades served up banquets from the Word of God 
suddenly decides he doesn’t believe in Jesus anymore.

It has to do with reserves.
We tap into our deep reserves to endure years of suffer-

ing and deprivation. Then one day our heart simply says, I 
don’t care anymore; I’m done. We abandon the fight and go 
off to find relief. I fear this is what’s happening now on a 
global scale.

Human beings are at the same time both resilient and 
unpredictably fragile, like camels. A better test for how 
vulnerable we may actually be is to check on our reserves. 
For we can rally, and we have rallied. Way to go, everybody! 
But every time you rally, you tap into your reserves, and 
though you might feel like you’re doing pretty well on any 
given day, you’re still burning through precious resources 
and your reserve tank is precariously low!.!.!. like the drip, 
drip, dripping water bags of Wilfred Thesiger’s party, way 
out in the middle of the desert.

This is the trauma cycle. We rally in the face of harm, 
and when the harm subsides, we live in denial of it and 
go off in search of some taste of Eden. When our efforts 
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how resilient we can be. Yet 

one of the most surprising 

things about human beings 

is how all that resilience can 

evaporate in a moment.
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are thwarted, rage surfaces— which is common to trauma 
responses.5

This is why rallying can actually be deceptive. Reserves 
tell the true story.

During the early stages of the pandemic, I circled up my 
little staff of eighteen wonderful saints (all working online) 
to check on their well- being. I asked them questions about 
resilience: “How is your operating strength these days? If 
you are normally functioning at 100 percent, what are you 
functioning at now?” Their answers hovered around 30 per-
cent. Most days they were feeling about 30!percent of their 
normal strength. This is what trauma does.

“Now tell me about your reserves— if a major crisis 
were to hit tomorrow, what sort of reserves do you have 
available?” Their answers averaged about 15 percent— and 
this is a very resilient group of people!

I asked them the same questions a year later, in 2021. 
Though things had somewhat improved, they were not 
reporting soaring scores. How about your own reserves? 
Have you even assessed them? Allow me to ask you a couple 
of questions:

 � If another pandemic were to sweep across the globe 
next week, some brand- new deadly threat, and we 
found ourselves back to quarantines, living under the 
vague threat of suffering and death, in a state of con-
stant uncertainty about the future, with no clear view of 
the finish line— how would your heart respond to that?

 � Or try this on: Your house or apartment is going 
to burn down tomorrow, and though everyone will 
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survive, you will lose everything else. All your belong-
ings, records, valuable documents, precious family 
keepsakes. You will need to rebuild your entire life. Do 
you have 100!percent vim and verve for that scenario?

Like I said— we have not yet paid the psychological bill 
for the COVID-19 pandemic. We tapped deep into our 
reserves to rally, and we are in no condition to face more 
trauma! .! .! . let alone the assaults of our enemy. Trauma 
sensitizes you to more trauma and brings to the surface past 
trauma. You don’t get used to it; each new crisis simply piles 
on the stress.6

The treacherous thing about human nature is that the 
Primal Drive for Life is so compelling we will sacrifice 
almost anything for it— health, marriages, careers, even our 
faith. After a time of global trauma and deprivation, the 
longing rages so we wander off in search of life. But reckless 
wandering without a clear plan or destination often adds to 
our suffering rather than bringing relief.

When John Wesley Powell made the first descent of the 
uncharted Colorado River through the Grand Canyon in 
1869, he and his colleagues had no idea of the test that 
was in store. Wild rapids, unexpected falls, swirling pools 
that threatened to devour their wooden boats. After weeks 
of this, several of the crew mutinied. Against all warnings 
they left the river and tried to find an exit out of the canyon 
through Apache lands.

Those men were never heard from again.7

I fear we are being lured into similar dangers as we grasp 
for relief from all we have endured.
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Return to Me

The exodus of the people of Israel and their journey through 
the Sinai desert is one of the greatest survival stories of all 
time. More than two million people wandering through a 
land of sand and barren rock, homeless, looking for the land 
of abundance, a place to call home. When will life be good 
again?8

There were no real sources of food in that desert. Water 
was about as scarce as it is on the surface of the moon. 
A “barren wilderness— a land of deserts and pits, a land 
of drought and death, where no one lives or even travels” 
(Jeremiah 2:6 NLT).

This is more than a moment in Jewish history. It is 
recorded for us as one of the great analogies of human 
experience, our journey from bondage to freedom, from 
barrenness to the promised land. Ultimately, it is the pre-
cursor to our journey of salvation, from the kingdom of 
darkness to the kingdom of God.

It is a story about the Primal Drive for Life— where will 
we take our thirst?

This is the choice, the test. Always has been, always 
will be.

This Primal Drive for Life was so compelling it caused 
thousands of those rescued slaves to mount a rebellion to 
go back to bondage in Egypt just to have their familiar ways 
back. Sobering.

“The heavens are shocked at such a thing and shrink back 

in horror and dismay,” says the LORD. “For my people 
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have done two evil things: They have abandoned me— 

the fountain of living water. And they have dug for 

themselves cracked cisterns that can hold no water at all!”

JEREMIAH 2:12–13 NLT

The great alarm the Scriptures are sounding is that our 
longing for life to be good again will be the battleground for 
our heart. How you shepherd this precious longing, and if 
you shepherd it at all, will determine your fate in this life 
and in the life to come.

This is playing out in a “postpandemic” world: we only 
sort of want God; what we really want is for life to be good 
again. If God seems to be helping, awesome. We believe! 
If he doesn’t!.!.!. well, we’ll get back to him later, after we 
chase whatever we think will fill our famished craving.

The first stage of the coming storm is this: we’ve all 
run off to find life and joy following years of stress, trauma, 
and deprivation. But it isn’t working; it won’t ever work. 
We return to our normal Monday through Friday disap-
pointed, and disappointment will become disillusionment. 
And disillusionment makes us extremely vulnerable to our 
enemy.

We must lovingly shepherd our famished thirst back to 
the source of life.

The River of Life

My longtime friend and publisher Brian Hampton used to 
tell me, “Put the cookies on the bottom shelf.” By which he 
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Our longing for life to be good 

again will be the battleground 

for our heart. How you 

shepherd this precious longing, 

and if you shepherd it at all, 

will determine your fate in this 

life and in the life to come.
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meant, “Don’t make folks wait until the end of the book to 
get the help you are offering.” Fair enough. Let me give you 
something right now that will prove enormously helpful. 
Your appreciation for it will grow as we go on, I promise.

When the human heart and soul experience month 
after month of disappointment and loss, death rolls in. 
Dr.!Richard Gunderman described the progressive onset of 
disillusionment as the accumulation of hundreds or thou-
sands of tiny disappointments, each one hardly noticeable 
on its own.9 The loss of hope and dreams suffocates the 
Primal Drive for Life.

But our God has provision for us!
I know, I know— most of you think that what you need 

right now is three months at the coast. Walking on the 
beach, drinks on the deck, and with all my heart I hope you 
find that. But for most of us, a sabbatical in some gorgeous 
refuge is not available. What is available is the River of Life, 
God himself, in ways we have not yet tapped into.

God wants to make his life available to you. Remember— 
he’s the creator of those beautiful places you wish you could 
go to for a sabbatical. All that beauty and resilience, all that 
life comes from God, and he wants to impart a greater 
measure of himself to you! The life of God is described in 
Scripture as a river— a powerful, gorgeous, unceasing, ever- 
renewing, ever- flowing river.

Ezekiel was given a number of beautiful visions, glimpses 
into the kingdom of God that permeates this world. He 
saw the temple of God in Jerusalem, and out of the temple 
was flowing the River of Life. As it flowed forth across the 
countryside, it became so deep and wide it wasn’t possible 
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to swim across it— an image of abundance! I love how the 
passage ends: “Where the river flows everything will live” 
(Ezekiel 47:9).

Everything will live. This is what we want— to live, to 
find life in its fullness again.

The apostle John was given a revelation of the coming 
kingdom and the restored earth, and he saw the River of 
Life flowing right down the middle of the city of God:

Then the angel showed me the river of the water of life, 

as clear as crystal, flowing from the throne of God and of 

the Lamb down the middle of the great street of the city. 

On each side of the river stood the tree of life, bearing 

twelve crops of fruit, yielding its fruit every month. And 

the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the nations. 

(Revelation 22:1–2)

There is so much life flowing from God that it flows 
like a mighty river. Isn’t that marvelous? Follow me now— 
the River of Life is not just for later. Jesus stated clearly 
that the river is meant to flow out of our inner being right 
here, in this life: “Let anyone who is thirsty come to me and 
drink. Whoever believes in me, as Scripture has said, rivers 
of living water will flow from within them” (John 7:37–38).

The mighty life of God flowing in you and through you, 
saturating you like a river.

Now let me pull all this together. We have a capacity 
and drive in us for living. It’s a precious longing, and it’s 
taken a beating. God is “the fountain of life” (Psalm 36:9). 
There is so much life flowing from God that it flows like a 
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river no one can even swim across— a superabundant out-
flow of life! This life is meant to flow in us, and through us.

Skil l
R ECEI V I NG T H E R I V ER OF L I F E

In order to tap into the River of Life, we begin by loving God in our 

longing for life to be good again. That’s where things are decided. 

Nearly all of us have been chasing relief in a myriad of hopes, plans, 

and dreams without first turning to God. So we need to enter the 

longing, feel it, become present to it, and in that place start loving 

God. Choose him.

Our first step toward resilience is to return our Primal Drive for 

Life and our longing for things to be good again to God; we come back 

to Jesus from all other places we’ve been chasing life. We allow him 

to be our rescuer here, in the longing for life to be good again. We ask 

God to fill us with the river of his life.

Jesus, I come back to you now in my longing for life to be 

good again. I love you here, Lord, in my soul’s longings, 

desires, and heartaches. I consecrate to you my Primal Drive 

for Life. I surrender to you my ability to aspire for good things, 

plan for them, take hold of them, enjoy them, and keep on 

aspiring. I consecrate all living in me to you, Lord Jesus; I give 

you my famished craving for life to be good again. I love you 
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here. I love you right here. And now I ask that the river of your 

life would flow in me, in my Primal Drive for Life and in my 

longing for life to be good again. I open my heart and soul to 

the river of life. Let it flow in me, through me, and all around 

me— restoring, renewing, and healing me. You alone are the 

life I seek, and I welcome your river into my heart and soul; 

I receive the river of your life in me. Thank you, God! In your 

mighty name I pray.

We are going to explore a number of “supernatural graces” as we 

move through this book. It will help your faith to know that your expe-

rience of these will be gentle. Though we call them “supernatural” 

graces, that doesn’t mean they come like an earthquake or lightning 

strike. God is tender with our weary souls; he doesn’t overwhelm us 

with his presence. As we practice these graces, their strength will 

grow. But your initial experience of them will be gentle— this will help 

you trust what you are experiencing.

Give this simple prayer, asking for the River of Life, a try for one 

week; you’ll see.
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L O S T  A N D  D I S O R I E N T E D

The first thing you should do when you are lost is stop! This is critical— 

stop moving and get your bearings. Even if it takes some time. The classic 

mistake of those who don’t survive in crisis situations is that they panic 

and run off in hopeless directions, or simply slog on, making their situa-

tion more dire.

In 1857 John Muir and a companion were caught in a blizzard on 

the 14,142-foot summit of Mount Shasta, a volcanic peak in northern 

California. No Gore- Tex, no down, no ice axes or storm tents.

After we had forced our way down the ridge and past the group 

of hissing fumaroles, the storm became inconceivably violent. The 

thermometer fell twenty- two degrees in a few minutes, and soon 

dropped below zero. The hail gave place to snow, and darkness 

came on like night. The wind, rising to the highest pitch of violence, 

boomed and surged amidst the desolate crags; lightning flashes 

in quick succession cut the gloomy darkness; and the thunders, 

the most tremendously loud and appalling I ever heard, made an 

almost continuous roar, stroke following stroke in quick, passionate 

succession, as though the mountain were being rent to its founda-

tions and the fires of the old volcano were breaking forth again.1

Muir, a seasoned mountaineer, had taken careful note of promi nent 

mountain features on their way to the summit, and he used those to guide 

them safely— first to refuge on the mountain, and again the next morning 

as they made their escape.
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Chapter 2

Where Are We? 
What’s Happening?

When you see clouds beginning to form in the west, 
you say, “Here comes a shower.” And you are right. 
When the south wind blows, you say, “Today will be a 
scorcher.” And it is. You fools! You know how to inter-
pret the weather signs of the earth and sky, but you 
don’t know how to interpret the present times.

LUKE 12:54–56 NLT

I remember the first time I got really and truly lost.
My young sons and I were elk hunting high in the 

Rocky Mountains in Colorado. There’d been a decent 
snowstorm the night before, and as we circumnavigated the 
mountain, we could see the tracks of every living thing— not 
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only elk and deer but snowshoe hares, ermines, pine squir-
rels, and field mice. I love reading the stories that footprints 
in fresh snow tell.

Then we came upon human tracks.
I was really upset. I thought we had this mountain to 

ourselves. What are these jokers doing up here? We sat there 
staring in disbelief at the footprints when slowly, slowly as 
the sun rose, it dawned on us— they were our footprints.

Which meant that we’d been going in circles when I was 
certain we’d been going in a straight line. I thought we were 
headed from point A to point B, where one of our buddies 
was going to pick us up in his four- wheel drive truck. Our 
tracks told a different story. I had no idea where we were.

The disorientation threw me off- balance for quite some 
time. Where are we? How long have we been wandering in 
circles? What do we do now? Which direction is the way out?

Our Perception Is Under Siege

I have nothing but compassion for you, dear beleaguered 
souls.

You really have nothing to compare this moment to, 
because this is the only hour in which you’ve ever lived. So 
it’s only too easy to lose track of how soul- scorching and 
mind- numbing it is. And we are trying to process it all with 
trauma brain (what my friends refer to as “COVID brain”).

Mental fragmentation is one of the classic symptoms fol-
lowing trauma. Five minutes after brushing my teeth, I don’t 
remember if I brushed my teeth. I pick up my phone to text 
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someone, and in the four seconds it takes to raise my arm, I 
don’t recall who I was going to text. I can’t stay focused on 
one task very long; I flit from thing to thing.

Yesterday I walked up to our office doors and absent-
mindedly tried to open them with my car’s key fob. We 
have one of those systems where every employee has a fob 
on their key ring to open the front door. Only I was trying 
to open it with my car key fob (they don’t look anything 
alike). I stood there puzzled, pressing click- click- click, and it 
was only when I heard my car door locks going up and down 
that I realized why the office door wouldn’t open.

Mercy.
With our fragmented brains we are still trying to take 

in the same amount of media we were in 2018. We are 
the most plugged- in generation ever. Ever. In a moment like 
ours— so much media, news, and sensation bombarding us 
from every direction, plus all the opinions and counter-
opinions and misinformation on social media— it’s hard to 
maintain perspective. “To keep your head when all about 
you are losing theirs,” as Kipling observed.2

Yesterday I listened to a special report on people who 
work all those consumer helplines— the 800 numbers you 
call when you need to know how to plug in your dryer or 
change your flight. Apparently these folks don’t just have 
tough jobs. They work in abusive environments. Harassment, 
pressure, verbal abuse. Another injustice is exposed, which 
is really important. But the day before, it was an entirely 
different report or exposé on another injustice. The con-
stant barrage of injustice and outrage overwhelms the soul. 
It clouds our perspective on what the story is right now.
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Making matters worse, over the past decade many 
people have made social media their news source. It’s where 
they turn for what’s current, what’s getting attention, what’s 
happening in the world. We forget that social media com-
panies are private companies held by private owners with 
strong personal opinions about what should and shouldn’t 
get air time. Simply because the president or prime minis-
ter said it, or social media is shouting it, doesn’t mean it’s 
important or even true. But boy oh boy is it whipping a lot 
of people into a frenzy.

One of the first warnings Jesus gave us about living 
through such times was simply “don’t freak out.” “You will 
hear of wars and threats of wars, but don’t panic” (Matthew 
24:6 NLT) or “see that you are not frightened” (NASB1995).

Unflappable Jesus, the most level- headed guy ever, 
simply refused to get baited into any of the drama of his 
own day. And he urges us to be unflappable too. Jesus knew 
that everything was going to be shouting for our attention, 
trying to get us all “spun up.” This injustice, that exposé. 
The message shouted at us from every side is, “Get upset! 
You really ought to be upset about this!”

It wears a soul down.
And there is a way out.

There Is Only One Story

The human brain processes information in the form of nar-
rative. This is one more example of how deeply story is 
woven into the fabric of reality.3
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Story is the way we orient ourselves in the world. Story 
is how we figure things out, bring order and meaning to the 
events around us. The story we hold to at any given time 
shapes our perceptions, hopes, and expectations; it gives us 
a place to stand. In this mad hour on the earth, what story 
are you telling yourself— or letting others tell you?

Is it a political narrative? We just need to get the right 
people in power!

Is it a social narrative? The issue is injustice! We need 
justice!

Is it about the economy? A new era of prosperity is 
coming!

Most importantly, is it the story God is telling?
We are living in a story, friends. A story written and 

being unfolded by the hand of God. Despite what the world 
is shouting at you, the story of God is still the story of the 
world. This is the hardest thing to hang on to, and the most 
important thing to hang on to: the story of God is still the 
story of the world.

Allow me to quote a passage from the book of Ephesians:

God raised [Jesus] from death and set him on a throne 

in deep heaven, in charge of running the universe, 

everything from galaxies to governments, no name and 

no power exempt from his rule. And not just for the 

time being, but forever. He is in charge of it all, has 

the final word on everything. At the center of all this, 

Christ rules the church. The church, you see, is not 

peripheral to the world; the world is peripheral to the 

church. (Ephesians 1:20–23 THE MESSAGE)
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Story is how we figure things 

out, bring order and meaning 

to the events around us. The 

story we hold to at any given 

time shapes our perceptions, 

hopes, and expectations; it 

gives us a place to stand.
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Your current emotional state— does it reflect your confi-
dence that Jesus is absolute Lord of everything on earth, 
galaxies to governments? That his church is center stage, 
not the world? That Christ is going to get the final word?

Yeah!.!.!. me neither.
Honestly, Paul sounds deluded, like he’s trying to 

convince himself the earth is flat.
Think about the sociopolitical scene when Paul was 

writing Ephesians, making bold statements like Jesus is in 
charge of running the universe, no power exempt from his rule. 
When he was going on like this, Christianity was nothing— it 
was a tiny little sect of a tiny ancient religious group in a 
forgotten corner of the Roman Empire. Rome was the story. 
From the north of Britain to the Middle East and North 
Africa, Rome ruled the Western world. It was described as 
“the most extensive political and social structure in Western 
civilization.”4 Israel was a tiny, conquered, subjugated 
country. Fragmented, impoverished, oppressed.

When they executed the man who some thought was 
the Messiah, it looked like the story of Rome was going to 
continue to be the story of the world for a very long time.

And where is that Roman Empire now?
Gone. Vanished. It fell within a couple hundred years 

after the writing of Ephesians. It was Christianity that kept 
growing for the next two thousand years, gaining vast global 
influence, reaching the four corners of the world.

Take another example— Genghis Khan, the Mongol 
leader in the thirteenth century. He actually ruled a larger 
land empire than Rome, the largest land empire in history. 
At their peak, the Mongols controlled an empire between 
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eleven and twelve million contiguous square miles— an area 
about the size of Africa. Genghis Khan boasted of killing 
10!percent of the world’s population; he called himself “the 
Scourge of God.”5 If you were living at that time, Khan 
sure would have seemed like the Big Story. And where is 
all that now?

Where are the Beatles now? If you were living in 
the 1960s and early 1970s, the Beatles were the story. 
You couldn’t read a paper or listen to the news without 
knowing what they’d worn that day, had for breakfast, if 
Paul had coughed or John had sneezed. And where are the 
Beatles now?

The story of God, the story of Jesus Christ has been, is 
now, and always will be the story of the world.

This is so important for the friends of God to keep in 
front of us; it’s one of those things to put on a sticky note on 
your refrigerator or bathroom mirror: the story of God has 
been, is now, and always will be the story of the world.

Every human heart on this planet is beating because 
Jesus Christ is sustaining it. Every breath that every man, 
woman, and child will take in this moment, and then the 
next moment, and the next, they are being given because 
Jesus Christ is ruling everything.

The sun came up today; the sun will come up tomorrow, 
because Jesus Christ is actually ruling. Think of all the 
millions of beautiful things taking place in nature right 
now. The caribou are still migrating. The dolphins are still 
swimming in the oceans. Whales are still coming up for 
air, diving down deep. The whole animal kingdom is living, 
breathing, and flourishing because Jesus Christ is the story, 
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and because he is sustaining all things by the power of his 
mighty word, as Hebrews 1:3 says.

Clinging to this fact will really help you “keep your head.”

And This Story Is Racing Toward a Climax

When we were young, time seemed transcendent. A single 
summer felt like it would go on forever. As we mature, we 
come to realize that our days are a mere breath, and time races 
by as if it had a flight to catch. As if it were going somewhere.

It is.
Stories march toward a climax. I don’t know why we 

fight this so hard.
We keep pushing off the future as if it weren’t drawing 

nearer every single day. But stories are linear, moving for-
ward in a firm direction, not circular. Life here as we know 
it does not go on forever; this great story is hurtling toward 
a climax. We are told to take this seriously, but we continue 
to suppress reality like a child who doesn’t want to grow up.

Most people sense the tension of these times. They feel 
the instability— the shifting currents, polarization, govern-
ments reaching for more and more control, the cry for justice. 
But they don’t go any further to get clarity. Something is in 
the air, a sense of imminence, but the world wants to pre-
tend everything is fine, like a cancer patient who can’t bring 
themself to face their diagnosis.

Honestly, it feels like the days and hours before Pearl 
Harbor.

There were warning signs of mounting Japanese aggression 
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as December!1941 drew near. Japan allied with Germany 
and Italy in 1940, and they began invading French- Indo 
China, British Malaysia, Singapore, Dutch Indonesia, and 
the Philippines. The US responded by freezing Japanese 
assets and petroleum shipments. We severed commercial 
and financial relations with Japan. Tensions were high. 
Warning signs continued; military code breakers were work-
ing round the clock.

But Honolulu in December 1941 was practically idyllic. 
The servicemen posted there enjoyed everything the islands 
had to offer— gorgeous beaches, lush fruits, umbrella drinks, 
the pulsing nightlife. Mentally, it’s hard to believe you could 
be attacked when your adversary seems a million miles away 
and you’re walking around paradise wearing flip- flops and 
drinking mai tais. Midnight on December!6 found most 
servicemen in the bars, dance clubs, walking with their 
girl on the beaches, or finishing a last drink at the Royal 
Hawaiian, where the officers hung out.

As the orchestra played “The Star- Spangled Banner’’ 

at the Royal Hawaiian hotel, Lieutenant Commander 

Edwin Layton, the Pacific fleet’s intelligence officer, 

stood at attention alongside everyone else. Having 

absorbed weeks of disquieting reports about Japan’s bel-

ligerent intentions and the probable imminence of war, 

he felt a wild urge to yell “Wake up, America!” Instead, 

he stood still and kept quiet.6

He kept quiet not because of fear, but simply because 
folks wouldn’t believe him. But they were about to.
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I simply want to point out that if you were living in 
Honolulu on the evening of December!6, 1941, wouldn’t 
you have wanted advance warning on the story that was 
unfolding if you could have gotten it? Of course you 
would.

Our story is racing toward a climax, friends, just as 
every story does whether you want it to or not. Is this idea 
really that shocking?

Of Course We Are Nearing the End of the Age

Jesus seemed pretty frustrated at his contemporaries’ refusal 
to understand their times. “Fools,” he called them. Because 
knowing your moment matters. Knowing where you are in 
the story is critical for your survival. Every moment is not 
like another.

Living at the beginning of the Lord of the Rings is different 
from living at the end of the story. In the early stages we are 
in the happy Shire; we have an invitation to Bilbo’s birthday 
party. But the story races on, picking up momentum toward 
the end where we find ourselves in the battle before the 
gates of Mordor— the great fight at the gates of hell itself. 
Do you see the difference and why Jesus wants you to know 
where you are?

The world keeps trying to get back to Bilbo’s party, but 
the story doesn’t stay there. No story does. You have to go 
forward to get to the party!

Look— the closest and dearest friends of Jesus thought 
the end of the age was drawing near:
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Dear children, this is the last hour. (1!John 2:18)

The end of all things is near. Therefore be alert and of 

sober mind. (1!Peter 4:7)

You either have to write this off by thinking, Well, those 
guys were obviously wrong. Or adopt a little humility and 
start with the fact that the Scriptures are from God, that 
Peter and John were speaking by inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit, and maybe it is we who don’t see clearly. It’s quite 
possible that their moment was the “last hour,” and there-
fore we are in the last seconds of the age! There is good 
reason to think so.

Now, this is not a book on prophecy. Some folks find 
strength in prophecy. Most people are rather confused by it 
and leave it for others to sort out. Nevertheless, there are clear 
signs we ought to be paying attention to. One of the most 
significant signs was given to us by Jesus in what is known as 
the Olivet Discourse, where Christ laid out the signs of his 
coming and his counsel for living through the end of the age:

And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the 

whole world as a testimony to all nations, and then the 

end will come. (Matthew 24:14)

The gospel of Jesus Christ needs to reach every nation, 
and then Christ will return. That’s fairly straightforward; 
that’s a sign we can recognize. First this, then that.

Guess what— there’s growing consensus among mis-
sionary leaders that every nation will have received the 
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testimony of the gospel in the next decade or two. This 
sign, given to us by Jesus himself, is about to be fulfilled. 
As the leader of a missions organization network reported,

Even as recently as 2015, there were still more than 1,400 

groups with no known Christians. But today, there are 

only a few hundred unengaged groups remaining, and 

hundreds of people groups are being engaged with the 

gospel each year. By God’s grace!.!.!. the church will reach 

all of the remaining groups by the end of 2022, or shortly 

thereafter. We’re very close to the finish line.7

It’s possible that by the time you read this sentence, the 
gospel will have reached all nations. That ought to get your 
attention! It isn’t the only sign Christ gave us, but it’s one of the 
most significant. Which means the promised return is near. 
Very near. I am not predicting dates, folks. I’m simply pointing 
out that the story of God is sweeping toward a climax.*

There Is No Zombie Apocalypse

However, as soon as we try to raise the possibility that God’s 
story is approaching the end of the age that Scripture has 
so much to say about, most people get the heebie- jeebies.

I think their anxieties arise from a combination of 
vague, primal fears about whatever “the end” means, plus 

* This isn’t the only biblical prophecy that has come true, pointing toward 
the imminent return of Christ. The sudden, utterly unexpected re- formation of 
Israel as a nation in 1948 is another.
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our urgent desire to get back to Bilbo’s party, a desire made 
even more intense by trial or trauma. Honestly, I think many 
people would trade the return of Jesus Christ himself for a 
nice little end to their story and let another generation live 
through the end of the age.

We need to deal with those vague, primal fears because 
most of that stuff has been shaped by end- of- the- world 
movies rather than by the words of Jesus. Folks imagine 
the end of the age as some sort of postapocalyptic hour in 
which everyone is trying to kill one another in the streets 
with garden tools. And who wants to live through that? I 
get it. But is that what Jesus told us to expect?

When the Son of Man returns, it will be like it was in 

Noah’s day. In those days, the people enjoyed banquets 

and parties and weddings right up to the time Noah 

entered his boat and the flood came and destroyed 

them all. And the world will be as it was in the days 

of Lot. People went about their daily business— eating 

and drinking, buying and selling, farming and building— 

until the morning Lot left Sodom. Then fire and burning 

sulfur rained down from heaven and destroyed them all. 

Yes, it will be “business as usual” right up to the day 

when the Son of Man is revealed. (Luke 17:26–30 NLT)

Buying and selling, farming and building require eco-
nomic stability. The world is not going to be hurled into 
some massive economic chaos where we are trading our car 
for a loaf of bread. That’s not what Jesus said. Banquets, 
parties, and weddings require social and cultural stability. 
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People throw parties when the neighborhood is safe and 
happy, not huddled in the basement.

Folks, there is no zombie apocalypse. Repeat that with 
me— there is no zombie apocalypse.

In fact, everything Jesus said about his sudden return 
to this planet assumes the element of surprise. Life is going 
to look and feel like business as usual until the moment the 
archangel blows the trumpet and God himself steps in to 
sweep away evil and start the joy!

Now yes— Jesus also said those final days will be times 
of great testing, and that’s the part folks don’t like. I under-
stand. But if we have been given the honor of being assigned 
to those days, wouldn’t you want to know? Wouldn’t you 
want to prepare your heart, soul, mind, and strength?

If we aren’t in those days, we are certainly standing on 
the precipice. Even if you think, Perhaps Christ may return 
in my children’s lifetime, or my grandchildren’s, that hour is 
so close to this moment, in terms of biblical history, you are 
living at the end of the age, dear one.

What Am I Supposed to Do?

The first thing called for is mental resilience; we have to keep 
our heads. It’s almost shocking when we realize how spun 
up we’ve been. “Don’t freak out” is essentially what Jesus 
was saying. This advice is drilled into every form of military 
training and survival course— when things get hot, don’t 
freak out. Keep your cool so you can make good decisions.

It would be wise to get your bearings right now:
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 � If this isn’t the end of the age, we’re on the edge of it.
 � This is a very trying time.
 � I need to take my resilience much more seriously.

I’ll say more about cultivating mental resilience later in 
the book, but a simple, satisfying step is to get your head 
out of the “wars and rumors of wars” and back into the story 
God is telling. For example: the story of God should get 
more of your “attention time” than any other media.

If you spend thirty minutes a day consuming what is called 
news (this includes all social media), then you need to spend 
more than thirty minutes— maybe twice as much— in the 
Scriptures or listening to biblical podcasts. Instead of using 
your downtime to scroll through Facebook or Instagram, use 
it to read something that reminds you of the story of God— a 
psalm, a good sermon, even a simple quote.

Remember— the battle right now is for the narrative; 
who gets to frame the story for you? Either it will be God, 
or someone else. If you are “alarmed,” something has drawn 
your attention away from the story of God. Let your fears, 
anxieties, anger, or rage alert you that you’ve been taken 
hostage; stop and get your bearings.

A friend of mine got completely addicted to the news 
during the 2020 pandemic and US presidential election 
(which was full of drama). He realized how upset he had 
become from the daily consumption, so he quit. Cold 
turkey. He walked away from the news for six months. You 
might think that irresponsible, but Jesus gave us a simple 
test: you shall know them by their fruit. The fruit of the 
media consumption was stress, anger, depression, and rage. 
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than any other media.
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The fruit of walking away? In my friend’s own words, “I have 
more peace and joy in my life now than I ever have.”

Skil l
K EEPI NG GOD’S PER SPEC T I V E

Read this reflection on Psalm 23 out loud to yourself.

The Lord is my shepherd, I lack nothing.

Jesus is still in charge, still deeply involved in my life and 

world— guiding, leading, providing.

He makes me lie down in green pastures,

he leads me beside quiet waters,

he refreshes my soul.

God restores my weary heart; he gives me resilience!.!.!. if I 

follow him.

He guides me along the right paths

for his name’s sake.

Don’t get baited into all the sociodrama; let God lead me each 

and every day.
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Even though I walk

through the darkest valley,

I will fear no evil,

for you are with me;

your rod and your staff,

they comfort me.

Yes, we are in a dark time. But God is still protecting me and 

comforting me. I am not navigating this on my own.

You prepare a table before me

in the presence of my enemies.

You anoint my head with oil;

my cup overflows.

God has a feast of goodness for me even in rough times; he 

fills my famished craving.

Surely your goodness and love will follow me

all the days of my life,

and I will dwell in the house of the Lord

forever.

My reality is not determined by pandemics, politics, or any-

thing else. I live in God; he lives in me. His goodness is with 

me today, and my future is absolutely wonderful.

Maybe you should tape this to the fridge and say it out loud every 

day.
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One of the great dangers of hypothermia is that when you are in the late 

stages you become sleepy and simply want to lie down and drift away 

into unconscious bliss. But to do so is to die. To prevent this Muir and 

his companion weathered that blizzard on Mount Shasta by lying down, 

completely exposed to the elements, on top of the gas vents and fumaroles 

of the volcanic mountain.

When the heat became unendurable, on some spot where steam 

was escaping through the sludge, we tried to stop it with snow 

and mud, or shifted a little at a time by shoving with our heels; 

for to stand in blank exposure to the fearful wind in our frozen- 

and- broiled condition seemed certain death.!.!.!.

The frost grew more and more intense, and we became icy 

and covered over with a crust of frozen snow, as if we had lain 

cast away in the drift all winter. In about thirteen hours— every 

hour like a year— day began to dawn, but it was long ere the 

summit’s rocks were touched by the sun.!.!.!.

As the time drew near to make an effort to reach camp, 

we became concerned to know what strength was left us, and 

whether or no we could walk; for we had lain flat all this time 

without once rising to our feet. Mountaineers, however, always 

find in themselves a reserve of power after great exhaustion. It 

is a kind of second life, available only in emergencies like this; 

and, having proved its existence, I had no great fear that either 

of us would fail, though one of my arms was already benumbed 

and hung powerless.1
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